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Abstract
The main contribution of this paper is a new people de-
tection algorithm based on motion information. The algo-
rithm builds a people motion model based on the Implicit
Shape Model (ISM) Framework and the MoSIFT descrip-
tor. We also propose a detection system that integrates ap-
pearance, motion and tracking information. Experimental
results over sequences extracted from the TRECVID dataset
show that our new people motion detector produces results
comparable to the state of the art and that the proposed mul-
timodal fusion system improves the obtained results com-
bining the three information sources.
Keywords: People detection, implicit shape model, im-
plicit motion model, MoSIFT
1. Introduction
In recent years, computer vision has seen great progress.
It is an evolving field with multiple lines of research and
application. People detection is one of the most challenging
problems in this field. The complexity of the people de-
tection problem is mainly based on the difficulty of model-
ing persons because of their huge variability in physical ap-
pearances, articulated body parts, poses, movements, points
of views and interactions between different people and ob-
jects. This complexity is even higher in real world scenar-
ios such as airports, malls, etc, which often include multiple
persons, multiple occlusions and background variability. At
the same time, people detection has a wide range of ap-
plications including video surveillance, intelligent systems
(robotic), image and video indexing, driver assistance sys-
tems, video games, etc.
Currently, many different systems exist which try to
solve this problem. The state of the art in people detection
and tracking includes several successful solutions working
in specific and constrained scenarios. Over the last few
years, there have been multiple approaches in more re-
alistic environments with multiple people and occlusions
[2, 12], and even onboard scenarios [17]. Most of them
get acceptable results using only the appearance informa-
tion or adding tracking information. To achieve a more reli-
able performance, we propose to combine people detection
based on appearance, people detection based on motion and
tracking information.
The main contribution presented in this paper, is a new
motion model inspired by the well-established ISM peo-
ple detection approach [11] and the MoSIFT descriptor [4],
successfully employed in activity recognition. Combining
both ideas, a new people detection approach based on their
motion is introduced: Implicit Motion Model (IMM). Fur-
thermore, to evaluate this new detector, a full system that
combines appearance, motion and tracking information has
been designed/developed.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
section 2 presents a brief of the state of the art, section
3 overviews our complete system which combines differ-
ent information sources, whilst section 4 describes our new
people motion model. Section 5 describes the experimental
dataset and results. In section 6, the main conclusions are
summarized and future work is described.
2. State of the art
In the following, we give an overview of current people
detection approaches, focusing on the kind of information
they employ: appearance and/or motion. There is a more
comprehensive study of the use of appearance information
in the state of the art, mainly due to the fact that appearance
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provides us a much more discriminant information about
people detection. There are some approaches that include
motion information to add robustness to the detection and
there are very few cases where the only information used is
motion.
Most of the existing approaches are only based on ap-
pearance information. There are two major types of ap-
proaches based on appearance: On the one hand, the meth-
ods based on simplified person models (only a region or
shape) [6, 11, 19, 20]. [6] uses a person model based on
HOG (histograms of oriented gradients) descriptors and an
SVM classifier, [11] makes use of shape representation with
the generative ISM framework, [19] uses an ellipse model
and a silhouette fitting algorithm and [20] performs the clas-
sification by similarity with silhouettes stored in a code-
book. On the other hand, there are methods based on combi-
nation of multiple parts [3, 9, 18, 8]. [3] trains multiple de-
tectors for anatomically defined body parts which are then
combined using pictorial structures, [9] performs an analy-
sis of concavity and convexity of the silhouette to identify
different body parts, [18] tries to identify the characteristic
edges of a human body and to generate four edge models
(body, head, torso and legs), each model is trained using a
nested Adaboost cascade structure and [8] proposes a real-
time adaptation of the work presented in [18].
It is known that human motion is an important cue for
people detection. However, there are not many approaches
that make use of this information. Some authors combine
appearance and motion expanding their own previous works
to more than one frame [7, 16]; they improve significantly
the results, but do not generate a motion model as an inde-
pendent entity. Some approaches use only the motion in-
formation [5, 15]. [5] applies time-frequency analysis to
detect and characterize the human periodic motion and [15]
detects patterns of human motion using optical flow and an
SVM classifier.
3. System overview
A complete framework has been designed to pre-
dict/update the visual people detection, see Figure 1. It is
able to perform two independent visual people detections,
the first one using the shape or appearance of humans as
discriminative feature and the second one using their mo-
tion. Using the people detection as first step, the frame-
work is able to update the person detection (appearance,
motion or their fusion) iteratively over time using a color
based tracker.
Appearance model
The appearance people detector is based on the ISM
[11]. An ISM is a generative model for object detection and
has been applied to a variety of object categories, includ-
ing cars, motorbikes, animals and pedestrians. It consists
of a codebook C of local appearances that are prototypical
Figure 1. System Overview
for the object category, and a spatial probability distribu-
tion PC which specifies where each codebook entry may be
found on the object. The K elements of C are local de-
scriptors dC1 .....d
C
K extracted around scale-invariant interest
points (xk, yk, sk), the codebook C is generated using an
agglomerative clustering with average linkage and only the
cluster centers are stored. The spatial probability distribu-
tion PC is learned during a second training phase where all
the local descriptors are matched in multiples clusters with
different weights.
Motion model
Our motion model is based on the ideas of the ISM
framework. The substantial difference is the use of motion
rather than shape information. Details of our algorithm are
described in the following section.
Tracking
In our system, tracking is based on [14], adding to the
particle filter algorithm an adaptive appearance model based
on color distributions. The object model is represented by a
weighted histogram which takes into account both the color
and the shape of the target. It also includes a straightfor-
ward kinematic system model to propagate the particle filter
sample set. The observation probability of the particle filter
mean state will be used as tracker confidence level Ct in the
people detection update.
People detection update
A tracking process is initialized for each detected per-
son. The following detections will update existing trackers
or will create new tracking processes. The conditional prob-
ability of people detection, given the tracking information
in each frame Pp|t(f), will be predicted/updated over time
based on current people detection probability Pp(f) and the
tracker confidence level Ct(f):
Figure 2. SIFT (left) and MoSIFT (right) interest points. Yellow
circles indicate interest points and their scales, red arrows indicate
the dominant motion orientation.
Pp|t(f) =
{
Pp(f), Pp(f) > 0
Pp/t(f − 1)− (1− Ct(f)), Pp(f) = 0
(1)
4. People motion model
The pattern of human motion is well known to be readily
discriminative from other types of motions [5, 7, 16]. We
introduce a new human motion representation that is mainly
based on the use of the ISM framework [11] and the motion
information in the MoSIFT descriptor [4].
4.1. MoSIFT
MoSIFT [4] is a variation of the well-known SIFT point
detector and descriptor [13]. MoSIFT detects interest points
and encodes not only their local appearance but also ex-
plicitly local motion. It consists in tree main steps: firstly,
the SIFT algorithm is applied to find scale-invariant interest
points in the spatial domain, then optical flow is extracted
around the distinctive points with (temporal) motion con-
strains at corresponding scales and finally the feature de-
scriptor is generated. Figure 2 shows results of SIFT and
MoSIFT over the same frame.
In order to generate the feature descriptor, MoSIFT
adapts the idea of grid aggregation in SIFT to describe mo-
tion, but instead of using appearance gradients, it uses the
optical flow. The other main difference to appearance de-
scription is in the rotation invariance. Rotation invariance is
important to appearance since it provides a standard to mea-
sure the similarity of two interest points, but the direction of
movement is actually an important (non-invariant) vector to
discriminate different movements. The two aggregated his-
tograms (appearance and optical flow) are combined into
the MoSIFT descriptor, which has therefore 256 (128+128)
dimensions.
4.2. Implicit Motion Model
The main idea consists of identifying and learning char-
acteristic motions of humans in typical surveillance systems
Figure 3. Detection process examples. Voting space (black lines),
center hypotheses (green points), hypotheses (red rectangles) and
final hypothesis (green rectangles)
and generating a motion model. We propose to use the mo-
tion information in the MoSIFT descriptor to characterize
the movements and build a motion model following the ISM
framework.
4.2.1 Learning the Motion Model
For symmetry with the ISM model, the Implicit Motion
Model IMM(C) = (C,PC) consists of a codebook C of
motion appearances that are prototypical for the object cat-
egory, and a spatial probability distribution PC which spec-
ifies where each codebook entry may be found on the ob-
ject. The K elements of C are the motion part of MoSIFT
descriptors dC1 .....d
C
K extracted around scale-invariant and




k), the codebook C
is generated using RNN (reciprocal nearest neighbor) clus-
tering algorithm [11] and the spatial probability distribution
PC is learned using annotated training sequences or pairs
of images, our training dataset includes several sequences
but other datasets only include pairs of images which are
enough for training the motion model.
4.2.2 Detection process
Given a new test pair of images, the SIFT interest point de-
tector is applied again and MoSIFT features are extracted
around the selected locations. Then these features are
matched to the learned codebookC in multiple clusters with
different weights. Each matching casts votes for theoretical
positions of the person center according to the learned spa-
tial distribution PC . Then, the hypotheses are defined as
local maxima in the voting space (x, y, s). Assuming sym-
metry with respect to our hypothetical centers, a bounding
box (blob) is obtained for each hypothesis. Finally, multiple
hypotheses with more than 50% cover and overlap, as de-
fined in [12], are simplified to the highest score one. Figure
3 shows two examples of the same sequence.
5. Experimental results
This section describes the experimental dataset (training
and test dataset) and the results obtained in each stage of
Figure 4. Ground truth dataset examples
our system.
5.1. Experimental dataset
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach, we introduce a video dataset containing 61
surveillance annotated sequences (6353 frames). These se-
quences have been extracted from TRECVID 2008 dataset
[1]: the sequences for the surveillance event detection
task were recorded at London Gatwick International Air-
port. This dataset contains highly crowded scenes, severely
cluttered background and people at different scales. The
references, descriptions and annotations of the sequences
are freely available for academic purposes (http://www-
vpu.ii.uam.es/PDds/).
Due to the small size of the objects at the top of the im-
age, during the annotation of sequences and the evaluation
of algorithms only the 85% of the bottom of the images has
been taken into account.
Training dataset
Our IMM has been trained with 25 sequences (2655
frames). Each sequence includes multiple annotated people
but the IMM has been trained using only the person with
maximum motion information (MMI) per video. The MMI
person has a trajectory completely non-occluded since en-
tering the scene until they come out of it. The MMI person
has been manually selected in each video.
Test dataset
The test set is composed of 36 sequences (3698 frames).
All people present at the scene have been manually anno-
tated and have been taken into account in the evaluation.
Figure 4 shows some examples of final annotations.
5.2. People detection results
In order to evaluate the different people detectors and
integrated system, firstly we have evaluated each separate
Precision ∆ Recall ∆ F1Score ∆
ISM 94.7 0.0 16.5 0.0 27.2 0.0
IMM 95.3 +0.6 12.1 -26.7 21.2 -22.1
ISM+IMM 93.9 -0.8 21.7 +31.5 34.6 +27.2
Table 1. Detection results. Percentage increase (∆) calculated on
ISM.
detector and their fusion over the 36 test sequences. The
appearance and motion detectors have been combined at
blob level: both detectors have been run independently
and the results (blobs) have been added, or have been
averaged in those cases of overlapping blobs. The ISM
results have been obtained using author’s code and bi-
naries (http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~bleibe/index.html)
and the IMM has been implemented using the LIBPMK li-
brary [10] .
We can see in Table 1 the average results for the test data.
We can see how both algorithms with high precision values
(~94%) differ from recall values (12~16%). It is logical
that the motion-based detector obtains lower recall values
because only moving people can be detected. However, in
environments as complex as these ones, the use of motion
information obtains results close to the use of appearance
information. The combination of both detectors obtains bet-
ter recall results (21.7%), slightly reducing precision values
(93.9%).
Secondly, we have evaluated the whole system over
the same 36 test sequences. Using algorithms with high
precision values (~94%), our prediction/update based on
tracking confidence is able to maintain high precision val-
ues (91.8~93.7%) but improving considerably the recall
(18.6~28.4%). This process exploits the intermittent oper-
ation of the detectors. The false positive detections with
usually lower people detection confidence will be discarded
in a few frames. However, the intermittent true positives
detections will be expanded over time using tracking pre-
dictions. We can see in Table 2 the average results of three
different system configurations, the ISM detector, the IMM
detector and their fusion, all of them adding the tracking
information.
Every video surveillance system and/or people detector
must maintain a compromise between precision and recall.
Thinking about the people detection as a preliminary step in
the event detection task (e.g., TRECVID Surveillance event
detection), it is more valuable to get better recall results at
the expense of getting slightly reduced precision results. At
higher semantic levels (activity recognition/detection), the
people detection false positives can be easily dismissed, but
on the other hand the undetected people can not be recov-
ered.
Precision ∆ Recall ∆ F1Score ∆
ISM+Tracking 93.7 -1.1 22.8 +38.2 37.4 +37.5
IMM+Tracking 93.1 -2.3 18.6 +53.7 32.1 +51.4
ISM+IMM+
Tracking
91.8 -2.2 28.4 +30.9 44.6 +28.9
Table 2. System results. Percentage increase (∆) calculated on
each approach without tracking.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a new people detection motion model IMM
is proposed. Using the ISM Framework and the MoSIFT
interest points detector and descriptor, we present a new
people detection algorithm based in characteristic move-
ments of people. It is clear that human motion provides use-
ful information for people detection and independent from
appearance information, so we also present an integrated
system which combines an appearance people model, our
new motion model and a tracking algorithm. Experiments
have been conducted on challenging sequences extracted
from the TRECVID dataset. The results show that our
motion-based detector produces results comparable to the
ISM state of the art approach. The evaluation of the whole
system shows how the combination of different information
sources improves the final detection, obtaining a significant
improvement in recall and a slightly precision reduction.
In the future, we propose the study of different fu-
sion/combination techniques between the appearance and
motion detectors to improve the recall without compromis-
ing the precision, or even the creation of a single inte-
grated Implicit Shape-Motion Model (ISMM), using the full
MoSIFT description.
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